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STEP 12: SPIRITUAL PRINCIPLE: Service
Having had a spiritual awakening as the result of these steps, we tried
to carry this message to compulsive overeaters and to practice these
principles in all our affairs.
TRADITION 12: SPIRITUAL PRINCIPLE: Spirituality
Anonymity is the spiritual foundation of all these Traditions, ever
reminding us to place principles before personalities.
CONCEPT 12: SPIRITUAL PRINCIPLES:
Selflessness, Realism, Representation, Dialogue, Compassion, Respect

Overheard at Meetings
The Tools give me relief.
The Steps give me recovery.
I don't have to like it, believe it or want it.
I just need to DO it!
When I’m in my head, I’m behind enemy lines.
We need one of two things: we need a
lot of God, or we need a lot of food.
Let go… or get dragged.
Giving up things does not cause me pain.
Resisting giving up things causes me pain.
I never had a problem with food. I had a
spiritual problem that I tried to solve with
food.”
Just sitting in a meeting will not get you
recovery any more than just sitting in a car
will get you to California.

https://us06web.zoom.us/j/84843003574?pwd=ei94M0J4ckpvaUVOaGJjbjZuVGkzQT09

https://www.sacvalleyoa.org/donations-for-events.html
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Practicing These Principles Daily
Practicing principles before personalities was confusing and
difficult for me to understand in early abstinence. Over time
I have learned it is necessary to incorporate kindness and
patience along with love and tolerance.
When things like anger, fear, resentment and pride pop up,
I need to pause, pray, talk with another OA and turn my
attention to someone I can help. Simple, but not easy, when
selfishness is at the root of my problem.
Not shutting the door on my past has helped me recognize
negative character defects. If I fail to miss these warning
signs, someone is generally ready to remind me. Sometimes
this message is received as a gentle nudge that I am heading
down the wrong road. At other times it is comes ruthlessly.
Of course I prefer those subtle communications, as they inflict
less personal embarrassment.
Service has helped me to better understand our principles as
I strive to make them a way of life. Pausing and prayer have
provided intuitive thoughts and direction that have helped me
avoid arguments and misunderstandings. What comes to
mind in a flash is not always patient, tolerant, kind or loving.
Learning to pray on my feet, so to speak, creates the pause I
need to access serenity, courage and wisdom, rather than
react to someone’s personality. Remarkably, the volume of
phone calls to my sponsor concerning personality conflicts
has declined.
Although I have not been cured of character defects, I do
have the opportunity to practice these principles on a daily
basis in hopes they will become a permanent part of my
reaction to others. I’ve seen this change happen in others,
so there is hope it will happen for me.

-anonymous

I Find People Easier to Deal With
It is easy to practice principles at OA meetings and in
meditation times at home. But once I head out the door,
it can be a real challenge.
I must admit also that I sometimes trip over the principles
right at an OA meeting when I catch myself reflecting on
someone else’s defects and shortcomings. Fortunately, the
longer I’m in program and the more meetings I attend, I get
better at it… if I don’t take that first bite.
Each morning I ask for help in my efforts to make quiet
meditation times a basis for practicing OA principles in all my
affairs that day. Simply asking for help seems to be a help in
itself.
Other people may not realize that I am trying to practice OA
principles in all my affairs, but I know I am trying. More
importantly, I realize I need help to do this. That means I
am coming to grips with my ego. And when I do this, I find
people much easier to deal with.
-grateful recovering compulsive overeater
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https://www.sacvalleyoa.org/events.html

Sacramento Valley OA Meeting List

https://www.sacvalleyoa.org/meetings.html

https://us06web.zoom.us/j/81916626656?pwd=RmpnK0IUNIhJRWlab3dTNIhJMkJwdz09
https://www.go2oa.org

https://www.sacvalleyoa.org/7th-tradition-donation.html
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Peaceful Neutrality Toward Food

Maintaining abstinence for me includes working the
Twelve Steps every day. Any day I abstain from
compulsive eating is a successful day. However, if I
only abstain from putting the food in my mouth but
spend the day obsessing about my food plan, I don’t
experience the promise of “being placed in a position
of neutrality—safe and protected”
(Alcoholics Anonymous, 4th ed., p. 85).

Peaceful neutrality toward food and food planning
comes when I’m willing to use the Steps to accept life
on life’s terms each day. When a problem comes up,
I ask myself

Willing To Be Willing
When I came into Overeaters Anonymous I wanted
abstinence more than anything. And of course I wanted
it right now. I went to meetings those first few months
and complained. Why couldn’t I achieve abstinence? I
must be no good to anyone at all if I couldn’t even quit
eating compulsively. Why did it work for others and not
me? Wasn’t I good enough?
An OA friend explained that we are in the process of
growing. Of finding abstinence. Of learning about
ourselves. It is unrealistic to expect instant success.

This miraculous program does work when I work it.
-anonymous

Recovery is many-faceted and takes time. Lots of time. I
learned that I had to be willing to be willing. Willing to be
abstinent. Willing to admit my powerlessness. Willing to
hand my compulsions over to my Higher Power. I
prayed, “Lord, give me a willing spirit.” After doing this
daily for a week, I woke up one morning and it was like a
light clicking on in my head. I knew that today was the
day.
Since that day, through the grace of God, I have been
abstinent. It was a gift. All I had to do was receive it. God
actually took the cravings, the uncontrolled compulsions
away. The next step for me was to realize that the first
three Steps of the Twelve Steps are actually tools for
me. They are like a technical manual or a how-to instruction guide.
Each day I admit I am powerless over food, my husband,
my kids, the past, other people, my feelings, plus
anything that is bothering me. I was even addicted to
diet soda. One day I realized that I was powerless over
it. When I admitted that to God, the compulsion was
removed. I was also compulsive about getting on the
scale. When I admitted my powerlessness over that, God
took it away.
What an adventure it is — giving it all to God! I am so
thankful for this life-giving program.
-gratefully recovering compulsive overeater
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Service is Slimming
Early in program I was told service is slimming. After all isn’t
that why I came into OA – to get thin? They didn’t tell me all
of the other more important gifts that I would receive. I’ve
met dear friends from all over the world and worked with
them on various levels. I’m told I can’t keep it unless I give it
away, and I’m going to keep giving because my life depends
on it!
-anonymous

Paying it Forward
The only reason I am abstinent today is because of OA
members who came before me who gave service. All I do is
pay it forward and give service so that the newcomer and the
future newcomer can benefit from everything that was so
freely given to me.
-anonymous

Service Keeps Me Coming Back
I have been enjoying abstinence from sugar since January
2002. This is a miracle. I was unable to do this on my own,
no matter how many times I swore off. I cannot keep what I
have been given if I don’t give it away. Service keeps me
coming back, even when I don’t feel like it. Working with
newcomers keeps it fresh in my mind where I came from.
Doing service helps me remember it is a “we” program.
Together we can do what we could never do alone
-anonymous

Service Has Strengthened My Abstinence
Every service job I took on in OA pushed me out of my
comfort zone. Because I was afraid of doing everything.
Service has been a huge and strong force in my recovery.
Growth has come with every job I’ve taken on. It’s brought
self-esteem and has given me new skills. It gives me
confidence to take on more service and to serve other
OA members. And I’m not “eating over” anything! Service
has strengthened my abstinence.
-anonymous

Service Was A Way to Connect With People
When I first came into program in July 2004, doing service
was a way for me to connect to people. I have a disease of
isolation. And I am usually very shy. People who hear me
now don’t believe it. I also used to weigh almost 250 lbs and
now I am half that. Helping to set up a meeting, talking to a
newcomer, distributing literature, all of these are opportunities
for me to connect with other people, share my program, and
leave the meeting knowing I am among friends. If I wasn’t
doing service, I wouldn’t still be here.
- anonymous

Having A Sponsor Keeps Me Honest
Having a sponsor helps keep me honest. My sponsor
knew me from when I first came into recovery and
knows when I am not being honest. I can talk to him about
anything and he will listen and not judge. Those two
things, honesty and not being judgmental, is what helped to
strengthen my recovery.
-anonymous

If I Can Spot It, I Got It.
Being a sponsor lets me recognize my disease. Because I
see it in others, I recognize it in myself. If I see someone
struggling with something, I know enough to work on it
myself. Now, if I can spot it, I got it.
-anonymous

Having A Sponsor is Vital
Being a sponsor keeps me in touch with my recovery.
Seeing sponsee’s struggles and brand new victories
reminds me of where I’ve been and how far I’ve come.
Having a sponsor is vital. They are a support, a guide, and
provide structure all in one! Both being a sponsor and
having a sponsor help me to practice the principles of the
12 Steps in my life.
-anonymous

If I Have a Sponsor, I Am Not Isolating
Having a sponsor helps me be accountable to someone.
Part of what kept me in my disease was winging it and
making decisions by the seat of my pants, thinking I knew
best. The problem was that my best got me to that place of
hopelessness. Also, if I have a sponsor, I’m not isolating.
She takes my hand and helps keep me on the path I
belong on. When I’m starting to get off track, she is lovingly
honest with me
-anonymous

My Sponsor Knows Me Better Than I Know Myself
My sponsor sometimes knows me better than I know
myself. She helps me make connections that I would never
have made on my own. She is able to dig things out
of me that I didn’t know were there, unscramble my
emotions that threaten to overwhelm me and sabotage my
recovery, and help me put things in perspective. She is
that lens that helps me re-focus on what is truly important.
-anonymous

Twelve Steps - Short Form
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

I can’t handle it.
Maybe God can.
I think I will let Him.
Who am I?
This is who I am.
I am ready to change.
Help me to change.
This is who I hurt.
Oops, I’m sorry.
How am I doing?
What else can I do?

Not Wanting to Overeat Anymore
I have learned to get a sponsor, have a
food plan, make phone calls, do service,
attend meetings, work the Steps, write,
share what I write, sponsor others,
meditate, make amends, pray for the
people with whom I have problems,
exercise, and turn everything over to
God.
It’s amazing how doing these things, one
day at a time, has brought me to not
wanting to overeat anymore!
-gratefully recovering compulsive overeater
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We Are All Welcome in OA!
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I called a suicide hotline from my dorm room my
sophomore year, after being unable to stop binging
for a week. The woman on the phone gave me the
number for OA. And for whatever reason, I was able to
stop that night and have been free from bingeing and
purging.
I got a sponsor and started working the Steps right away.
And I have continued working the Steps and going to
meetings since that day for almost 20 years.
I've learned over the years to be less and less perfect.
And I have received tons of outside help. But OA is
always there. And free. And things seem to get better
by being a part of a group of imperfect peeps.
Though I've been abstinent from bingeing, purging and
dieting for 20 yrs, I still have the obsessions in varying degrees. And I have trouble redefining a higher power. But
that’s the thing that keeps me coming back.
We are all welcome in OA! The only requirement for membership isn't weight, my beliefs, the amount of
suffering, type of suffering or my age. It is a desire
to stop eating compulsively.
-anonymous

It was not about looking good…
…. It was about feeling good.
After years of working the program, I finally realized that it
was not about looking good, it was about feeling good.
OA gave me a place to let go of self-judgment and instead
flourish in self-love and the love of others.
I originally thought it was about the fact that I had stopped
overeating. And yes… being abstinent was key. But even
more so, I was aware of my behavior for the first time. I
was aware of whether my behavior was appropriate or not.
And how it impacted others.
I was finally accountable for all of it. Emotional maturity
began to form. And I started to become the kind of person
I had longed to be, but was stunted from being for all of
those years I was in the food.
Today, I am thankful to my Higher Power that I am still a
part of OA. It has not always been easy. And I will admit
that there have been times when I felt burned out and did
not want to go to a meeting for a day or two, even a week
or two. In times like those I had to remind myself of the
importance of my choice to be abstinent in my life. If I
could not get to a meeting, I still could take a moment to
appreciate abstinence for what it was.
Being in the program did not mean life became easy, but it
did become easier. I was able to bring joy to others, which
then brought joy back to me. I got to see the impact I had
on others and came to appreciate to the fullest the support
and caring others had brought to me.
-gratefully recovering compulsive overeater

Intergroup Board
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Additional OA Resources
World Service
PO Box 44727
Rio Rancho, NM 87174
(505) 891-2664
www.oa.org
Sacramento Valley
Intergroup
Intergroup 09012
PO Box 255085
Sacramento, CA 95865
(916) 786-0330
www.sacvalleyoa.org

oachair@sacvalleyoa.org
OA Region 2
4733 Torrance Blvd., PMB 335
Torrance, CA 90503-4100
www.oar2.org

oavicechair@sacvalleyoa.org
oasecretary@sacvalleyoa.org

Intergroup Meetings
7:00 — 8:00 p.m.
2nd Tuesday of every month

oatreasurer@sacvalleyoa.org

https://zoom.us/j/98477821659

oar2rep@sacvalleyoa.org

Meeting ID: 984 7782 1659
Passcode: 860953
By phone: (1) (669) 900-6833
oawsbc@sacvalleyoa.org

Next Meeting
TUES DEC 14

webmaster@sacvalleyoa.org

Intergroup Committees
Committee
Title

Specific Tasks

Chair

Chair email

Bylaws

Bylaws & Policy and
Procedures Maintenance

Grace A.

oavicechair@sacvalleyoa.org

Events

Support all Events except
Retreat

Tiffany

tsshultz@gmail.com

Group Support Group Support
Phil K. phil@pkemp.com
Video Conference Support Phil K. phil@pkemp.com
Speaker List Maintenance Dawn S. dawn.strickler@gmail.com
Answer Phone, Answer Phones updates
Newsletter
Newsletter Editor
and Meeting
Meeting List Coordinator
List

Diane B.

Public
Outreach

Public Outreach Support

Holly S. hollynbob@gmail.com

Retreat

Retreat Coordination

Rick Z.

Special
Population
Focus

Special Population
Support

Kim CM carterkim76@gmail.com

Sponsorship

Sponsorship Resources
Maintenance

Cary H.

iamdianeb@outlook.com
Gerri S. alohagerri@aol.com
Gerri S. alohagerri@aol.com

rick@directdigitalcontrols.com

caryhh2002@yahoo.com

Service: Learning to Step Aside
The purpose of service, as I understand it, is to get out of self. I must learn how to give without demanding attention or payment.
I must learn to be of service without announcing my reign. I must learn that others can be right--and that I may be wrong. I must also
give them room to be wrong. And I must learn to compromise.
Learning to step aside and let others serve is not always easy. Taking on a service position seems harmless. Yet if I continue to do
it year after year, I am not allowing someone else the opportunity to serve and thereby to grow. There comes a time to tell myself that
the best person for the job is not me. I must learn to move aside even when the group asks me to continue in a position just one more
time. There is a time to tell myself that the person for the job is someone else. And then my job becomes helping another person
become a trusted servant.
To make spiritual progress, I must move aside gracefully. And I must be the best example of a trusted servant that I can be. I must live
the program by my actions. I am fortunate to have a sponsor who showed me by example. I believe that I have a responsibility to pass
that on. It starts with me.
-gratefully recovering compulsive eater

